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Abstract 
For a fixed subset A, of the set C,, of words of length n over an alphabet with n symbols the 
following problem is considered: What is the asymptotic behaviour of the average length AL(n) 
of a maximum common subsequence of words of C,, with those of A,? 
Complete answers are given for some nontrivial choices of A, showing that lim,,, AL(n) 
may be (a) finite, but small; (b) finite, but arbitrarily large; (c) infinite. 
1. Introduction 
Let C, denote the set of n” words of length n over the alphabet N, = { 1,2,. . . ,n} 
and A,, c C,, be a fixed subset. For every c = clc2 . . . c,, E C,, we define 
e(c)=max{l <i<n: ClC/+l . ..Cl+i_l = qj’pi+l . ..cpj+i_l. for some Z,j31 
and up = ~1 . . . qjqj+l . ..~pj+i-l . . . (in E A,}. 
Let c(n,k) = [{c E C,,: e(c) = k}\ and d(n,k) = I{c E C,,: e(c)>k}l. It follows 
that p(n,k) = c(n,k)n-” is the probability that a word c E C, has e(c) = k and the 
average value AL(n) of e(c) is equal to 
AL(n) = 5 kp(n, k). (1) 
k=l 
In other words, AL(n) is the average length of a maximum common subsequence 
of words of C, with those of A,. Because c(n,k) = d(n, k) - d(n,k + 1) for every 
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1 <k<n - 1, it follows that 
AL(n) = .P 5 kc(n, k) = n-‘$ d(n, k). 
k=l k=l 
(2) 
The problem we consider here is under what conditions on A, there exists lim,,, 
AL(n) and in the affirmative case find this limit. 
For every 16 k <n we denote by Lk the set of pair-wise distinct subwords of words 
of A, consisting of k consecutive letters and let Sk = ILkI. It is clear that L, = 
A,, and 
c(n,n) = d(n,n) = IAnI = s,. 
2. Computing methods for bounded AL(n) 
First we shall indicate a direct way for computing c(n, 1). Let K,” be the complete 
digraph with vertex set N, and edge set E(K,*) = {(i,j): i,j E IV,}, having loops 
in every vertex. Now we define the digraph G as follows: V(G) = N, and E(G) = 
E(K,*)\{(i,j): ij E Lz}. Let A be the adjacency matrix of G. 
Lemma 2.1. We have 
n 
c(Yz,~)= C (A”-‘)ij-(n-sl) 
i,j=l 
Proof. It is well known that (A”-‘),, the element in row i and column j in the matrix 
A”-’ is the number of walks of length n - 1 from i to j in the graph G and any such 
walk corresponds (in a bijective way) to a word c E C,, such that e(c) d 1. In order to 
get the number of words c such that e(c) = 1 we must subtract the number of walks 
of length n - 1 passing through no vertex of Li, which is equal to (n - si )“. 0 
Hence lim,,, c(n, 1)~” exists if and only if lim,,, n-” crj:i (A”-’ )ij exists and 
they are equal. 
Lemma 2.2. If IL1 1 = n and every letter in L1 belongs to exactly r pairs in L2, or 
equivalently, the digraph G associated with A,, is such that d+(x) = n - r for every 
1 <r < n, then c(n, 1) = n(n - r)n-‘. 
Proof. We can compute c(n, 1) by Lemma 2.1 (si = n), but a simpler counting argu- 
ment is the following: 
The first letter of a word c E C, such that e(c) = 1 can be chosen in n ways, the 
second one in n - Y ways,. . ., the nth letter in n - Y ways, and the result follows. 0 
A more general case is settled by the following lemma: 
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Lemma 2.3. Suppose that there exist two fixed natural numbers, r, d, the sequence 
Wnh>l of natural numbers such that limn_cu M, = M < 00 and digraph G 
associated with A,, is such that 1(x E V(G): d”(x) # n - r}I = M, and ‘dx E 
V(G), Id+(x) - (n - r)\ <d. Then 
i 
e 
-r 
lim n-“c(n, 1) = 
for r > 0, 
n+cC 1 -ePM for r = 0. 
Proof. Let first r 2 1. We shall add and delete some directed edges from digraph 
G such that in the resulting digraph Gi all vertices have their outdegrees equal to 
n - r. Added edges and deleted edges will be denoted by e;, . . . , ei and e,, . . . , e;, 
respectively. Sequence (M,), a 1 is bounded, i.e., there exists K > 0 such that M,, <K 
for every n>l. It follows that p +q<Kd. By denoting AT,...,Az and A,,...,A; 
the sets of walks of length n - 1 in Gi and G, using directed edges e:, . . , e: and 
_ 
e, ,...,eg, respectively, by Lemma 2.2 we find that 
But / (Jf=, ATI 6 pmaxi IAT1 Q p(n - l)nn-*, since two letters defining e+ can be ar- 
ranged on two consecutive positions in a word of length n in n - 1 ways and the 
remaining n - 2 letters can be chosen in at most nn-* ways. In a similar way we get 
I (JTTl A; I <q(n - l)nne2, hence in this case lim,,, c(n, l)n-” = e-‘. If r = 0 it 
follows that IL1 I = M,,, hence the number of words c E C, such that e(c) = 0, i.e., 
they do not use any letter of Li is equal to (n - M,)“. It follows that 
c(n,l)=n”-(n-M.)“-l~~~(+l~~;l 
and lim,,, c(n, 1)nP = 1 - eK”. 0 
Theorem 2.4. If IA,1 = O(n’+ ) for some E > 0 or there exists t E N, t 22 such that 
lim,,, si/n’-’ = 0 for every i = 3,. . . , t + 1 and IA,1 = O(rP) for some E > 0, 
then lim,,, AL(n) exists if and only if 
lim (d(n, 1) + d(n,%))n-” 
n+cc 
exists and in the a$irmative case they are equal. 
Proof. For k > 3 let Lk = {WI,. . , ws,}, where each 
every 1 <cl<n -k + 1 and 1 <p<sk we denote 
A(P) 
a,z+l,..,a+k-I = {c E c,,: c&,+1 . . .c,+k__l = wp} 
It follows that 
Wi is a word of length k. For 
d(n,k) = sk n-k+1 (P) U U A,,,+1 ,,,., a+k-l bskcn - k + l)nnpk 
p=l cc=l 
(3) 
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since IA@),, a,r* ,...,rx+k-1 1 = nn-k f or every l<crQn -k+ 1 and l<p<sk. Also we have 
Sk<@--+ l)]A,I (4) 
since every c E A, contains at most n-k+ 1 distinct subwords of length k. By denoting 
f(n) = C& d(n,i)nP, we shall prove that lim,,, f(n) = 0. If (A,( = O(nleE) then 
by (4): 
f(n) <s&r - 2)n-3 + 5 S&i - k + l)n-k 
k=4 
<(n - 2)2JA,Jn-3 + n(n - 3)21A&4 
Q2lA,(n-’ -+ 0 as n -+ 00. 
If there exists t E N, t >2 such that [A,[ = O(nteE) for some 
lim,,, sin - -k-i) 0 for every 3 <i<t + 1, we have 
f(n) < $n-(i-1) + [A& + nlA,(n-(f+*) 
and the proof follows. 0 
Note that if si = IL1 ( = n, then d(n, 1) = n” and 
d(n, 1) + d(n,2) = 2d(n, 1) - c(n, 1) = 2n” - c(n, 1). 
It follows that in this case if the conditions of Theorem 2.4 are satisfied 
AL(n) exists, then it is equal to 2 - lim,,, c(n, l)n-” and this limit can 
by Lemma 2.3. 
E > 0 and 
and limn_,oo 
be computed 
Corollary 2.5. Suppose that at least one of the two conditions in Theorem 2.4 are 
satisjed. Then 
(a) if lim,,, si = rr E R then lim,,, AL(n) = 1 - ema; 
(b) if the conditions in Lemma 2.3 relative to the outdegrees of vertices of G are 
satisfied and limn+oo si = 00, then lim,,, AL(n) = 2 - e-‘. 
Proof. (a) In this case the conditions in Lemma 2.3 are satisfied for r = 0, h4, = SI 
and M = 0, hence lim,,, c(n, l)n-” = 1 - e-‘. We deduce d(n, 1) = n” - (n - sl)“, 
hence lim,,, d(n, 1 )n-” = 1 - e-‘. Finally 
lim AL(n) = ,‘irnm 2d(n, 1 )n-" - Jlc c(n, 1 )n-" = 1 - e-‘. 
n+cXT 
(b) Since every vertex x of G appearing in Li has a degree d+(x) # n it follows 
that r > 0. We deduce that lirnndm d(n, l)n-’ = 1 since lim,,,(n - sl)nnP = 0. 
Hence lim,,, AL(n) = 2 - e-’ by Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 2.4. 0 
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Now we shall consider some examples. 
Example 1. LetA, = (11 . ..1.22...2 ,..., nn . . n}. In this case r = 1, the complement- 
ary graph -i; consists of n loops, IA,,1 = n,s3 = n and the conditions in Lemma 2.3 and 
Theorem 2.4 are satisfied for Y = 1 and t = 2, respectively. 
It follows that limn+oo AL(n) = 2 - e -’ by Corollary 2.5. Notice that in this case 
e(c) = max{i: there exists j such that cj = cj+l = . = cj+l_l} and 2 - e-’ is also 
the asymptotic value of the average length of a maximum subword having equal letters 
of c E c,. 
Example 2. Let A, = { 123 . . . n}. In this case (A, 1 = 1, -d consists of a path of length 
IZ,Y = 1,d = l,M, = 1 for every n since in G we have d+(l) = ... = &(n-1) = n-l 
and d+(n) = n. It follows that limn+oo AL(n) = 2 - e- ‘, hence the asymptotic average 
length of a maximum subword consisting of equal letters equals the asymptotic average 
length of a maximum subword consisting of consecutive letters. 
Example 3. Let A,, = { 11 . . l}. In this case c = SI = 1, hence lim,,, AL(n) = 
1 -e-l. 
Example 4. Let 
A, = {VW} 
P 4 
where p, q 22 and p + q = IZ. In this case IA,( = 1, Y = 0, st = fl = 2, M = d = 2 
and limnia AL(n) = 1 - e-*. 
Example 5. Let 
A, = ruu23.J . . . . !n- l).;.(n- l>w}, 
PI 41 P2 42 P.-l 4.-l 
where pi,q132 and pi +qi = n for every ldidn - 1. We have (A,[ = n - 1,~ = 
O(n), Y = 2, M,, = M = 1, d = 1. It follows that lim,,, AL(n) = 2 - e-*. 
Lemma 2.6. Let d E N* be a .jixed number and 
A, = {ala2 . . .ad_ladad . . .ad : al,. . .,ad E Nn}. 
. / 
n 
We have limnim AL(n)=d+ 1 -e-l. 
Proof. We have sd+i = nd + O(nd-‘) for every ia0, hence 
lit-n,,, Ci=,+, d(n,k)n-” = 0 by (3). Also, d(n, 1) = d(n,2) = . . . = d(n,d) = 
n” and d(n,d + 1) = d(n,d) - c(n,d) = n” - c(n,d). But c(n,d) = nd(n - l)nPd 
since all words c E C,, having e(c) = d may be obtained as follows: The first d 
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letters may be chosen in nd ways and the letters on the d + 1, d + 2,. . . , nth position 
must be chosen such that each is different from the precedent one, hence in n - 1 
ways each. 
It follows that lim,,, c(n,d) = e-l, which implies lim,,, AL(n) = d + 1 - e-l. 
0 
3. An example when AL(n) is not bounded 
If lim,,, IA,(nP = GI > 0 then AL(n) >nc(n,n)nP = IA,Jn-(“-‘), hence 
lim,,, AL(n) = 00. We shall provide an example such that lim,,, JA,(n-” = 0, but 
lim,,, AL(n) = 00. 
A subword ij of o E f+J* is called a level [2] if i = j and a Smimov word is a 
word with no levels. Let 
A, = {qc2...c,: cl = c2 # c3 # . . # cn or cl # c2 # . . . # c,_l = c,, 
cj E N, for 16idn). 
It is clear that /AnI = 2n(n - 1 )n-’ for n 23, hence lim,,, (A,ln-” = 0. 
(5) 
Theorem 3.1. For the choice (5) of A,, we have 
lim AL(n) = 0;). 
n+cc 
Proof. We shall prove that for every fixed k, k 30 we have 
lim d(n,k + 2)nP’ = 1. 
n+cc (6) 
Since d(n,k + 2) = II” - CfLi c(n,i), this is equivalent to 
k+l 
lim C c(n, i)n-” = 0. 
n-oo i=l (7) 
Since c(n, 1) = 0 and c(n,2) = n it follows that d(n, 2) = n” - c(n, 1) = n” and 
d(n,3) = n” - n, hence (6) can be verified directly for k = 0 and k = 1. Hence we 
shall consider further that k > 2. If c is a word of C, such that e(c) <k + 1, then c has 
the following structure: 
SW1 =.=...= .=sw22=:=.y=y=s$ zz... 
V-V 
11 ml 12 m2 13 
=sw, =u. 
v 
I .T % 
Here for 1 <i bs, SWi is a Smirnov word of length Ii; between these Smirnov blocks 
there are blocks of ml,. . . , m, equal letters. Natural numbers Ii, ml,. . . , I,, m, must 
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satisfy: 
11 + ml + 12 + m2 + ’ . . + I, + m, = n; 
11 21; lib2 for every 2<i<s; li<k for every ldj<s and 
mj 20 for every 1 <ids. (8) 
If 11 = 1, then the first ml + 2 letters of c are pairwise equal. This characterization 
holds because a word c E C, has e(c) 6 k+ 1 relatively to choice (5) of A, if and only 
if every maximal Smimov block of c has length at most k. For a word of this type 
the ordered sequence (11, m 1, . . , I,, m,) of length 2s will be called the pattern of c. 
It is clear that the number of words c E C, having the pattern (11, ml,. . . , I,, m,) is 
equal to 
n(n - 1)Xrl-s 
(9) 
since the first letter of SW1 can be chosen in n ways, the second one in n - 1 ways, 
and so on, for SW, getting n(n - l )“-’ ways; for any other block SWi(i 32) we get 
(n - l)‘j-’ possibilities of choosing its letters. From the conditions upon li and mi we 
deduce that 
1 <s<(n + 1)/2. (10) 
Let us denote by b(n,q) the number of words c E C,, such that e(c) < k + 1, having 
in their patterns ~~=, 1: = q. It follows that 
k+l 
tz c(n, i) = qI Wn, 9). (11) 
The number of compositions 11 +. ’ . + I, = q with parts 11,. . ,I, > 1 is equal to (fT’:) 
and the number of compositions ml +. . . + m, = n -q with parts ml,. . , , m, 3 0 is equal 
to (“-z?s-l) (see e.g. [3]). Hence the number of patterns (ll,ml , . . . , l,, m,) satisfying 
the above-mentioned conditions is bounded above by 
q-1 
( >( 
n-q+s-1 
S-l > s-l . 
It follows that 
b(n,q)<n(n - 1)4-s 
( )( 
; 1; 
n-q+s-1 
) s-l . 
By denoting 
F(q) = (n - l)q-” 
( )( 
; 1; 
n-q+s-1 
s-l 1 
we shall prove that 
(12) 
Fk7 + 1) 
F(q) 
> 1 for every 16q<n - 1 and n>,4. (13) 
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Indeed, 
n-q y$)l’ =(n-l)q-;+ln-q+s-l 2(n - 1) n-q n-l Z.ZZp n-q+s-1 1+e 
n-l n-l n-l 
a 1 I y-1 
2(n- 1) , 1 >,----z---_ 
n+l 
n-_q 
= 1+&) 1++ 
for n > 3 by (lo), since n - qal and (13) is proved. 
Now we shall consider three cases: (A) q = n; (B) q = n - 1 and (C) q<n - 2. 
(A) If q = n from (12) it follows that 
(14) 
since 
n-l ( > S-l <(n- l>,-l (s-l)! . 
In this case we have also n = cf=, Ii <k.s, hence s>n/k, which implies (by (14)) 
lim b(n,n)n-” = 0. 
II-m 
(B) In this case 
b(n,n - l)<sn(n - l)n-‘--s 
( 1 
:I t 62n(n - 1ye3(n - 2) 
for every sa 1 and n34, hence lim,,, b(n,n - 1)~” = 0. 
(C) If q <n - 2 by (13) one deduces that 
b(n, q) <n(n - 1 )nesm2 
(1-f) (“:‘) 
<3n(n - 3)(n - l)+’ 
for every sB 1 and n 35. Finally, Cfz: c(n, i)n-” = C”= b(n,q)nP <b(n,n)nP 
+ b(n, n - l)n-” + 3n2(n - 3)(n - 1 )n-4n--n for every n > 5: fkom which (7) follows. 
0 
Problem 1. When A, is given by (5) see whether lim,,, AL(n)n-’ exists. In the 
affirmative case find its value. 
Problem 2. Determine the asymptotic behaviour of AL(n) in the case of the symmetric 
group &I. 
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